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Let’s face it: people
get distracted...easily.

By understanding just what users want and optimizing your
web offering accordingly, you can take the necessary steps to
keep those attention spans stimulated.

And when it comes to web or mobile browsing, this is

The subjects of the case studies you are about to encounter

particularly true. In today’s world of short attention spans

go about this in several ways. For a few of our friends in retail,

and over-connectivity, we expect our news instantaneous,

establishing engagement can be as simple as introducing a few

our content short, and our feeds peppered with high quality

bells and whistles to front-end design come Christmas time.

imagery, video, and other forms of rich media. All this because
we get bored easily. And when we get bored easily, we get

However, it’s always important to understand your visitors, and

distracted easily.

how to appeal to them. This level of understanding can extend
beyond implementing some animated or eye-catching design

So what does this mean for your users and how can you

elements. For another of our retail clients, this meant using our

address this?

clever Virtual Clicks plugin to optimize the conversion process
itself. And beyond the retail sector, it meant enabling a Google

Well, as a minimum, don’t be boring. (Easier said than done,

Forms modal to canvas for critical site feedback.

we know!) That’s why we created the AB Tasty engagement
library, filled with plugins, widgets, and tools to help you draw

Combine these sorts of tools with our A/B, Multivariate,

attention and divert distraction.

Funnel or Split testing facilities, and you’re on to a winning
combination. After all, it’s important not only to understand

After all, engagement is a two-way street. And when it comes

why something works and who it works for, but how well.

to our corner of conversion rate optimization, this translates as
a specific way of encouraging user behavior.

On that note, here’s how several of our clients explored
engaging with their user base.

1.

CLIENT
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Ashley Furniture
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Optimizing for easy checkout
with virtual clicks

Friction in the conversion funnel is never fun. It’s certainly

However, we all know the danger of assumptions! That’s why

not fun for users, who may grow bored of a lengthy or

as well as implementing changes to the user journey, Ashley

discombobulated checkout process. It’s also not good for

Furniture wanted to monitor these using A/B testing.

business, when those users become distracted and abandon
their shopping carts.

They did this in two ways. Firstly, by utilizing our Virtual Clicks
plugin to help direct new users to the right kinds of pages

With statistics that suggest shopping cart abandonment rates

when they initially created accounts. Secondly, by obtaining a

amount to trillions of dollars yearly, this is clearly a common

picture of this plugin’s effectiveness by tracking the outcome.

problem. So what steps can be taken to avoid it? For one

It really was as straightforward as that; with the technical

online retailer, it was a matter of implementing simple changes,

implementation taking only 30 minutes.

to great effect.
Using this customized and personalized approach, users were
Online furniture retailer Ashley Furniture wanted to explore

able to convert more efficiently. The results were significant,

how they could streamline the checkout process for new users.

with transactions seeing a 14% increase. In real terms, this

It’s only logical to assume that decreasing the time a user

resulted in nearly $25,000 of profit.

spends in the conversion funnel can lead to more conversions.

ORIGINAL: STEP 1

ORIGINAL: STEP 2

The takeaway
Nobody enjoys a convoluted or lengthy checkout process.
Explore where users may be getting lost in the conversion
funnel, then optimize their journey accordingly. Trial any
adaptations with A/B testing facilities, and you’ll be able to
easily track the kind of changes that your users appreciate.
When those conversion rates start to increase, you’re probably
onto a winner!

2.
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Histoire d’Or
Atlas for Men
Madura
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Counting down to the holiday
season with themed plugins

Is it ever too early to begin counting down to Christmas?

As important as seasonal reminders are for users, you can also

Certainly, for our clients in online retail, the planning phase

reflect some Christmas character through thematic design

begins long before the leaves start to fall off the trees. With

details. This is what men’s outdoor clothing retailer Atlas for

Black Friday, Cyber Monday, and all manner of big sale days to

Men had in mind when they utilized another of our seasonal

contend with, the holiday period is serious business. But that’s

widgets: the Christmas Hat plugin. This fun little plugin makes

not to say you can’t have fun with it as well – adding a little bit

the perfect accoutrement for a store logo, and can also be

of seasonal sparkle to your website or online store.

applied to a range of elements on site.

Take French luxury goods and accessories brand, Histoire d’Or.

Finally, French fabrics and interiors retailer Madura opted for

Due to busy postal services and other important delivery dates,

a nod to Christmas that was both artistic and eye catching.

time is always of the essence during the festive period. That’s

Using our animated Snowflakes plugin, the retailer adapted

why they opted to add a custom banner to their online store.

it to show stars instead of snowflakes. This made it in keeping

The Countdown Banner plugin available in our engagement

with the retailer’s exclusive, luxury allure, while still lending

library means this can be achieved in only a few simple steps.

that little bit of extra sparkle.

It’s a great little add-on that not only keeps visitors informed, it
reminds them to get those orders in on time!

COUNTDOWN BANNER

STARS PLUGIN

The takeaway
Don’t get a reputation for being a seasonal scrooge! Embrace
the enthusiasm your users have for the holiday period with fun
little themes or add-ons. With creative plugins you can add a
dash of Christmas magic that is tasteful, not tacky.
CHRISTMAS HAT PLUGIN

3.

CLIENT
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UNICEF
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Inserting a Google form
to prompt user feedback

A lot of the time, AB Tasty clients encourage user behavior by

Using our Google Form Modal plugin, UNICEF enabled a pop-

carefully trialing CTA copy, or adapting colors on buttons and

in questionnaire that would appear to users of the French

links. These seemingly small changes can have a measurable

version of its website. This featured questions that addressed

impact on conversions, but what about when your goal isn’t

site UX and general content, and was aimed at understanding

necessarily to fill shopping baskets or promote sales?

what users liked or disliked.

For a humanitarian organization, it is important to maintain an

This is a great way not only to encourage active involvement

open dialogue – with volunteers, donors, interested parties

and engagement from users, but to understand what appeals

and service users. This extends both online and offline. That’s

to them in their own words. It also lets them know just how

why we were honored for one of our engagement plugins to

important their opinion really is. Particularly for an organization

be employed by UNICEF, helping it to canvas feedback from

such as UNICEF, this sort of input can be invaluable.

site visitors.

GOOGLE FORM MODAL PLUGIN

The takeaway
With the ways of tracking user behavior these days, we sometimes forget the basics:
talking to them! By encouraging users to give feedback on what they liked and
disliked about the website, UNICEF could then hone its site content accordingly.
Also, don’t forget – you don’t just have to use Google forms for site feedback. They
can also be a good way of gathering info and data on a range of topics that matter to
your webpage visitors.

Your turn to
challenge the
status quo
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So what are you waiting for?
Start discovering your
own eureka moments

notes*

CURIOUS?

A B TA S T Y
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AB Tasty is an all-inclusive tool for website and conversion rate
optimization, personalization, user engagement, and A/B and MVT
testing. We serve as your digital lab, equipped with all the tools you
need to create quick experiments that will help you better understand
your users and customer journeys. We help you make fast, data-driven
decisions that don’t require technical resources.
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